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INTRODUCTION
Main goals

To support the definition of more effective public
policies for housing

To bring information to the public

Operational
objectives

To elaborate

in-depth analysis of housing databases and

studies, and centralize all available data

Improve the existing data because of the asymmetric level
of disaggregation depending on the field

Fill existing data gaps through laboratories

Structural
objectives

Share knowledge and projects developed with the different
agencies of the administrations and organizations involved
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ORGANISATION
STRUCTURE
Networking

CONTENTS

Indicator system
Design and maintenance of a common
database on housing issues

Laboratories
Specif ic studies on a particular issues

Collaborations
Support in dif f erent studies f rom other
agencies
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PROJECTS

Indicator system
Housing in the metropolitan area of Barcelona 2018
Visualization data

Laboratories
Index of rental prices in Catalonia

2017 (completed)
Indicator system

Housing sales (through the property registers)
Home ownership structure and concentration
From empty housing to social housing

Housing in the metropolitan area of Barcelona 2017

Aging and vulnerability in the metropolis of Barcelona

Visualization data

Housing economic effort
Affordable housing in Barcelona

Laboratories

Covering housing needs in the MAB. From the PTSHC to the PDU

Comparative study of the rent regulation in Europe

Affordable housing management models

The Index of rental prices in Catalonia

Residential public land available

Supply and demand in the rental market

Rental market

Collaborations

Collaborations

Gentrification

“Xifres d'habitatge” (“Numbers on Housing”) – Barcelona City Council

Innovation in construction

Support giving to elaborate “Local Intervention programs on housing”
Research on housing necessities in Gavà
PAI residential vulnerability in Besòs area

Indicator system

INDICATOR

I.

Housing and other social needs: population and
homes

SYSTEM
II.

The housing stock

Housing in the

III.

Building and rehabilitation

metropolitan

IV.

IV. The housing market

area of

V.

V. Problems of permanence, access and
maintenance of House

Barcelona. 2017

VI.

VI. Housing polices
Recommendations

Summary
Report that includes all the statistical content
Housing in the
metropolitan area
of Barcelona

with the aim of detecting those issues of
greatest interest for the evaluation and design
of housing policies
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Indicator system

INDICATOR
SYSTEM
Areas of study
The indicator system displays
general data for the city of
Barcelona, the Metropolitan Area of
Barcelona and the province of
Barcelona.
It also includes some information for
the Autonomous Community of
Catalonia.

Province of
Barcelona

Metropolitan Area
of Barcelona
City of Barcelona
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Indicator system

Population and
household
stabilization in the
metropolitan area
With around 1,610,000 inhabitants,
Barcelona's population shows being
stable for the last 6 years; MAB has
around 3,220,000 inhabitants, and the
demarcation around 5,530,000.

Population and household units in the MAB 1991-2016
llars

població
3.500.000

1.400.000

3.000.000

1.200.000

2.500.000

1.000.000

2.000.000

800.000

1.500.000

600.000
Llars

1.000.000

400.000

500.000

200.000

Llars-escenari baix
Llars-escenari central
Llars-escenari alt

0

0
1991

There’s the need
to improve the
monitoring of the
household units
evolution: number
and typology

2001

2011

Població

2016

Source: Idescat, Cens de població i habitatges, 1991, 2001 i 2011, padró continu de població 2006; Secretaria d’Habitatge i Millora
Urbana, Pla Territorial Sectorial de l’Habitatge.
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Indicator system

Increasing number of
rental contracts

For 2017, the number of contracts is:

Evolution of the number of rental contracts. Territorial areas. 2004-2017

49,953, in Barcelona
26,592, in the rest of the MAB
42,777, in the rest of the Province
In relative terms, Barcelona is the area
registering the highest number of
contracts / 1,000 inhabitants (30,8)

Source: Secretaria d’Habitatge i Millora Urbana, a partir de les fiances dipositades a l’INCASÒL

We need to include more
information on the rental
contracts, like length, and
distinguish between new
contracts and contract
renewals
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Indicators system

Sale and purchase
transactions recovery.
Specially second-hand
sale transactions after
2013, the great fall
during the crisis

Evolution of new construction and second-hand housing purchases. Territorial area. 2004-2017
Total

Second-hand

Since 2013, the increment on the volume
of transactions proves to be:
114% in the Province
109% in the MAB
79% in the city of Barcelona

New construction

Source: Ministerio de Fomento, a partir del Consejo General del Notariado
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Indicator system

Sharp rise in housing
average prices in the
last 3 years

Average price. New construction, second-hand and rent. Territorial areas. 4th trimester 2017
New construction (€/m2 built)

2nd-hand (€/m2 built)

Monthly rent (€)

Barcelona

3924,34

4.010,80

889,58

MAB without Barcelona

2612,83

2.213,90

706,28

MAB

2936,29

3.160,95

828,71

Demarcació de Barcelona

2262,56

2.329,27

741,30

Area name

Between the 4th trimestre in 2014 and
the forth trimestre in 2017:
In Barcelona city,
the average price of housing units has
increased by:
- 23,7% for new construction housing
units
- 45,4 % for second-hand units
- 26,1 % for rental contracts

Variation of the housing average price New construction, second-hand and rent. Territorial areas.
4th trimester 2014 – 4th trimester 2017
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%

The rest of the MAB shows the
following price increase:
- 27,1 % for new construction housing
units
- 32,4 % for second-hand units
- 20,2 % for rental contracts

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Barcelona

AMB sense Barcelona
Venda obra nova

AMB
Venda segona mà

Demarcació de Barcelona
Lloguer

Source: O-HB ellaboration with data from Secretaria d’Habitatge i Millora Urbana, a partir les dades del “Colegio de Registradores de
la Propiedad, Bienes Muebles y Mercantiles de España” i les fiances de lloguer dipositades a l’INCASÒL
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Indicator system

The available stock for
social housing is very
limited. It proves to be
one of the smallest in
the EU.

Percentage of social housing. 2011-2013
60%

50%

40%

The available stock for social housing is
very scarce both in the MAB and in
Catalonia in general.

30%

All studied territorial areas have less than
than 2% dedicated for social policies.

20%

10%

0%

Country-relative data for the years 2011-2013 has been taken from Housing Europe.
(1) Data for Spain and MAB comes from 2011 INE Census, “Habitatge cedit gratis o a baix preu”.
(2) In France: “Public housing for rent”.
Data on European cities come from Pilar Garcia Almirall study (UPC) on housing policy models.
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Indicator system

INDICATOR
SYSTEM
Data display

Hous ing s toc k

Cons tr uc tion and building r enovation

Soc ial and dem ogr aphic al f eatur es

Hous ing m ar k et

Per m anenc e, adm is s ions
and m aintenanc e pr oblem s

Public polic ies
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Indicator system

INDICATOR
SYSTEM
Specific data
display options

CartoDB
Power BI
Leaftlet
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Laboratories

LABORATORIES
2017-2018

2017

• Comparative study of the rent regulation in Europe
• The Index of rental prices in Catalonia
• Supply and demand in the rental market

2018
• Index of rental prices in Catalonia
• Housing sales (through the property registers)
• Home ownership structure and concentration
• From empty housing to social housing
• Aging and vulnerability in the metropolis of Barcelona
• Housing economic effort
• Affordable housing in Barcelona
• Covering housing needs in the MAB. From the PTSHC to the PDU
• Affordable housing management models
Laboratories

• Residential public land available
• Rental market
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Laboratories

Comparative
study on rent
regulation in
Europe

Summary
This study is based on two steps: first, a
contextualization of private rents in Berlin and
Comparative
study on rent

Paris; second, analysis of the methodologies

regulation in
Europe

that these cities have implemented to calculate
their own rental price index reference.
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Laboratories

Comparative
study on rent
regulation in
Europe
New rent management
measures (2015)
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Laboratories

Comparative
study on rent
regulation in
Europe
Creation of a price ref erence
index in Berlin and Paris
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Laboratories

The Index of
rental prices in
Catalonia

Summary
Support for the elaboration of the Rental Price
Index Reference, which is being calculated by
the Generalitat de Catalunya and, which will be
applied to all metropolitan municipalities. O-HB
The Index of

contributes by providing and improving existing

rental prices in
Catalonia

data on housing to enable the calculation of the
monthly rental price average according to a
series of parameters.
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Laboratories

The Index of
rental prices in
Catalonia

This indicator enables checking
and comparing average rental
prices f or every zone and is
accessible by all citizens

Variables
Mandatory fields:
• Address
• Dwelling surface
• Maintenance state (4 types specified)
Optional fields:
• Floor
• Year of construction
• Energy certificate
• Lift
• Parking
• Furniture
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Laboratories

Supply and
demand in the
rental market

Summary

Supply and
demand in the

Research on the state of the housing rental

The goal is to establish a correlation between

market. The data needed comes from 2 sources:

average prices and volumes for all rental

on the one hand, from all available information

housing typologies in Barcelona: full

on rental prices based on new rental contracts,

apartments, private rooms in shared

which are registered by Incasòl (authority in

apartments, long-term rental contracts,

charge of the rental deposits); on the other hand,

seasonal contracts, etc, and provide accessible

information on offer and demand provided by

information to the citizen in order to improve its

major rental market agencies.

understanding of the rental housing market.

rental market
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Laboratories

Supply and

Comparison of the total amount of ads in real estate portals for Barcelona area and the ones that only last for 25 days.
Period: May-June 2017

demand in the
rental market

The information about rental
ads contained in real estate
portals is very of ten biased:
it includes a large amount of
ads that stay online f or long
periods because they are not
requested

Source: O-HB
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Laboratories

Supply and

Offer and demand percentage. 2016

demand in the

Oferta

Demanda

Barcelona

60%

rental market

50%
40%
30%

There is very little
correspondence in the rent
price distribution: demand
shows a shift to higher prices

20%
10%
0%
> 400

compared to of fer prices

400-599

600-799

800-999

1.000-1.299

> 1.300

MAB without Barcelona
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
> 400

400-599

600-799

800-999

1.000-1.299

> 1.300

Source: O-HB
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Laboratories

Housing
overburden

Overburden rate* of household expenses for rental units. (% population). Territorial and European areas. 2016

43,0

45,0

35,0
30,0

42,3

27,9

28,0

UE (28
països)

Països
Baixos

31,1

31,9

Dinamarca

Portugal

33,7

38,2

35,4

23,0

25,0
20,0

42,3

38,8

40,0

16,5

18,2

15,0
10,0
5,0
0,0
França

Suïssa

Alemanya

Luxembourg Regne Unit

Espanya

Barcelona

AMB

Catalunya Demarcació
de
Barcelona

Source: Idescat i IERMB: Enquesta de condicions de vida i hàbits de la població de Catalunya, 2011. INE i Idescat: Enquesta de
condicions de vida, 2016

Summary
EU-SILC-based analysis on housing cost
Oferta i demanda
Housing
de lloguer a
overburden

and housing overburden indicators from a

Barcelona

European perspective, with special
attention to vulnerable society groups.

2018

Laboratories

Housing
overburden

16% of the inhabitants in the

Overburden rate* according to home ownership type (includes depreciation and taxes in case of purchase).
(% population). Territorial areas, 2011-2016

MAB live in household units f or
which they pay more than 40%

2011

2016
42,3%

of their income

42,3%

42,2%

23,6%
17,2%

21,3%

16,9%

15,5%

14,2%

Overburden rate is very much linked to
the type of ownership, since this is at the
same time linked with the income rate
We need to be aware of the fact that
overburden rate in case of rent is one of
the highest in Europe (40% of population
older tan 16, both for Barcelona and for
MAB)

Propietat amb
pagaments
pendents

Lloguer a preu
de mercat

Total

Propietat amb
pagaments
pendents

Lloguer a preu
de mercat

Total

Propietat amb
pagaments
pendents

Lloguer a preu
de mercat

Total

Source: Idescat i IERMB: Enquesta de condicions de vida i hàbits de la població de Catalunya, 2011. INE i Idescat: Enquesta de
condicions de vida, 2016
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Laboratories

Home
ownership
structure and
concentration

Summary
Evaluation of the house property
concentration based on the analysis of the
existing housing stock; this refers both to its
evolution and to its territorial distribution. OOferta ownership
Home
i demanda
de lloguerand
structure
a

HB also works with taxpayers data on

Barcelona
concentration

analyzing the current ownership structure

2018

and the distribution of housing contributors.

Laboratories
Tax payers

Home

Apartments

Number

%total

Number

%total

Median of apartments per tax payer

87

0,0%

12.018

1,6%

138,1

Non public entities:

512.091

100,0%

762.172

98,4%

1,5

structure and

Individuals

497.345

97,1%

655.300

84,6%

1,3

Legal entities

13.507

2,6%

82.838

10,7%

6,1

concentration

Nonprofit entities

414

0,1%

2.652

0,3%

6,4

Religious entities

159

0,0%

1.192

0,2%

7,5

residents' association

602

0,1%

3.140

0,4%

5,2

Others

64

0,0%

468

0,1%

7,3

Public entities

ownership

One of the main results of the study is

Total

100%

512.178

774.190

100%

1,5

that 85% of the housing in Barcelona is
owned by individuals, vs. a 12% of
corporate

and

that

most

of

Tax payers

this

Apartments

Number

%total

Number

%total

Median of apartments per tax payer

11

1,0%

11.868

15,7%

1078,9

1.076

99,0%

63.899

84,3%

59,4

Individuals

477

43,9%

20.142

26,6%

42,2

Legal entities

547

50,3%

40.618

53,6%

74,3

Nonprofit entities

16

1,5%

1.391

1,8%

86,9

Religious entities

9

0,8%

672

0,9%

74,7

Legal entities are the top leading ones

residents' association

25

2,3%

922

1,2%

36,9

in this group with 53.6 % of the

Others

2

0,2%

154

0,2%

77,0

housing stock units.

Total

1.087

100%

75.767

100%

69,7

%/total Barcelona

0,2%

individuals just own 1 apartment, and a
1,5% of public entities.

Public entities
Non public entities:

The 1.087 contributors (0’2% of the
total tax payers in the city) that have
the most apartments have 10% of the
house stock.

9,8%

Laboratories

Affordable
rental housing
management
models

Summary

Oferta i demanda
Affordable
rental

Benchmarking on local and international

O-HB is launching a questionnaire to obtain

experiences in affordable rental housing

specific information about the management

management models. Assessment of their

of rental housing from the point of view of

implementation for future developers to

the viability and applicability of new

enlarge and consolidate an affordable

management models, both locally and

housing stock.

internationally.

de lloguer a
housing
Barcelona
management
models

2018

Laboratories

Affordable
rental housing
management
models
Survey goals:

• know in detail other
experiences, mainly f rom

Chapters of the survey

countries with a large
tradition in the management

0. Structure and dependency of the entity

of af f ordable housing f or rent.

1. Promotion and other strategies to obtain housing units
2. Land acquisition

• evaluate which would be the

3. Financing of the entity

most appropriate models to
implement to the context of

4. Housing adjudication and tenant shifting

the Metropolitan Area of

5. Housing stock management

 B arcelona

6. Dwellings maintenance
7. Most significant problems

Laboratories

Housing sales
transaction
through property
register

Summary
This study aims to improve the comprehension of
the purchase-sale transactions from the last
years. Besides, it foresees the generation of an
Oferta i demanda
Housing
sales
de lloguer a
transaction

average purchase-sale transaction index

Barcelona
through
property
register

2018

according to different and comparable housing
typologies.

Laboratories

From empty
housing to social
housing

Summary
Research on major methodologies
implemented in Catalonia to detect empty
Ofertaempty
From
i demanda

housing units. Its goal is to establish a

de lloguer
housing
to asocial
Barcelona
housing

consensual methodology and a cost
estimation for each case.

2018

Laboratories

Ageing and
habitability in the
MAB

Summary
Diagnosis generation about elderly people and
housing, and about general housing access
problems, based on the actual situation and on
Oferta i and
Ageing
demanda
de lloguer ain the
habitability

estimated projections (2030). Elaboration of a

Barcelona
MAB

catalogue that describes experiences related to

2018

this topic.

Laboratories

Covering housing
needs in the MAB.
From the PTSHC
to PDU

Summary
Development of a model for housing necessities coverage
based on both the MAB- and specific municipal scale. This
takes the Territorial and Sectorial Housing Plan of
Oferta i demanda
Covering
housing
de lloguer
needs
in the
a

Catalonia (PTSHC) into consideration. The research

Barcelona
MAB.
From the
PTSHC to PDU

2018

objective is to serve as a guide for the Urban Director Plan
in the MAB (PDU), currently on drafting process.

Laboratories

Available
municipal
residential plots

Summary
Analysis of the available municipal residential plots in
the MAB. The main goal of this laboratory is to
Oferta i demanda
Available
de lloguer a
municipal
Barcelona plots
residential

2018

quantify the potential for new housing units.

Laboratories

Gentrification

Summary
OHB is collaborating with the Barcelona City Council
to collect information and knowledge on
Gentrification

methodologies already being used elsewhere for the
development of a methodology to make a diagnosis

2018

of gentrification in Barcelona.
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